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BS1 General

BS1 Texts and versions
BS68 Early versions: Latin versions
BS73 Special versions: Old Latin. Italic. Itala: Texts. By date

BS125 Modern texts and versions
BS224 European languages other than English: Dutch and Flemish: Texts. By date

BS410 Works about the Bible
BS410 Periodicals. Serials
BS413 Collected works
BS445 Introductory works
BS465 Canon of the Bible
BS476 Hermeneutics. Exegetics. Principles of interpretation
BS480 Inspiration. Authority. Credibility

BS491.2 Commentaries: By language: English: 1951-2000
BS500 Criticism and interpretation
BS500 History of Biblical criticism
BS511 General works. The higher criticism: English
BS521.4 Feminist criticism

BS535 The Bible as literature
BS538.7 Popular works about the Bible: Influence of the Bible. Bible and civilization

BS540 Addresses. Essays. Lectures on the Bible (General)
BS543 Theology of the Bible
BS544 God in the Bible
BS569 Men, women and children of the Bible
BS571 Biography
BS575 Collective: Special groups: Women. Girls
BS580 Individual Old Testament characters (A-Z)
BS580.M6 Moses

BS620 Auxiliary topics
BS621 Antiquities. Biblical archaeology. Manners. Customs
BS630 Biblical geography. Mountains. Rivers
BS646 Revelation. Apocalyptic literature
BS651 Bible and science. Genesis. Creation. Cosmogony

BS680 Other topics (A-Z)
BS680.W7 Women (Attitude toward). Feminism

BS709 Old Testament

BS709.2 Texts and versions: Early versions
BS715 Hebrew
BA738 Ancient Greek versions
BS741 Special versions: Septuagint
BS741 Special editions. By editor or date
BS744 History and criticism

BS110 Works about the Old Testament
BS1130 Introductory works
BS1136 Textual criticism
BS1140 General works. Introductions

BS1154 Commentaries: German
BS1160 Criticism and interpretation
BS1171 General works
BS1180 Historical criticism
BS1186 Jewish criticism of the Old Testament
BS1192 Addresses. Essays. Lectures (General)
BS1192.5 Theology of the Old Testament
BS1192.6 God in the Old Testament
BS1196 Auxiliary topics
BS1197 Old Testament history
BS1198 Old Testament prophecy

BS1204 Special parts of the Old Testament
BS1222 Pentateuch (Torah)
BS1225 Criticism. Commentaries
BS1233 Genesis. Genesis and Exodus
BS1235 Criticism. Commentaries
BS1245 Exodus: Criticism. Commentaries
BS1275 Deuteronomy: Criticism. Commentaries

BA1335 Kings (3 and 4 Kings. Douai Bible): Criticism. Commentaries

BS1419 Psalms

BS1430 History and criticism
BS1450 Special Psalms. By number
BS1455 Wisdom literature. Gnomic literature
BS1475 Ecclesiastes. The Preacher. Koheleth: Criticism. Commentaries

BS1485 Song of Solomon. Song of Songs. Canticle of Canticles: Criticism. Commentaries

BS1505 Prophetic books. The Prophets
BS1515 Isaiah (Isaias): Criticism. Commentaries
BS1545 Ezekiel (Ezechiel): Criticism. Commentaries

BS1692 Apocrypha and apocryphal books
BS1693 Texts: Other languages. By language (A-Z) and date

BS1700 History and criticism
BS1830 Special apocryphal books. Pseudepigrapha (A-Z)
BS1830.E7 1 Enoch. Ethiopic Book of Enoch

BS1901 New Testament

BS1937 Texts and versions: The Greek New Testament